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Abstract

Dzhaparidze G.Sh., Kiselev A.V., Petrov V.A.
Mean Associative Multiplicities In Deep Inelastic Processes. Serpukhov, 1981.
p. 12. (IHff 81-116).
Refs. 12.
The associative multiplicities in deep inelastic processes are studied. In particular

the Bean multiplicities in different hard processes in QCD are found to be determined by the
mean multiplicity in parton jet.

Джапаридзе Г.Ш.. Киселев А.В., Петров В.А.
Средние ассоциированные множественности в глубокоиеупруГ1х пропессах. Серпухов, 1981.
12 стр. с рис. (ИФВЭ ОТ* 81-116).
Бибпиогр. 12.
Изучены ассоциированные множественности в гяубоконеупругих процессах. Показано, в частности,

что в хвантовой хромодннамике средние множественности в различных жестких процессах определяются
универсальным образом средней множественностью в партонноЯ струе.



1. The mean multiplicity, the simplest characteristic of secon-

dary particles in high-energy interactions, is at the same time one

of the main quantities entering into numerous "scattering data".

We use these data to define more fundamental quantities, describing

the inner structure of the particles and playing the role of "poten-

tial".

The problem is not trivial because the relation between these

types of quantities is rather complicated. For instance, there is

no direct connection between hadron mean multiplicity and the

mean multiplicity of virtual partons a priori. This connection is

postulated in the "naive" parton model probably in accordance with

the brain saving principle.

We can expect from general considerations that the num-

ber of secondary particles will rapidly grow with the increase of

"penetration depth" determinated by transverse momentum.

At present QCD is a unique theory selfconsistent at short dis-

tances. All inclusive quantities determinated by short distance in-



teractions are known to depend on energy in a power like way which

is given by a physical dimensionality in the renormalizable theory

without nonzero fixed points '. Among them are & (e
+
e~), struc-

ture function of deep inelastic scattering, Drell-Yan process cross-

section, etc. The mean multiplicity in the processes mentioned here

is the quantity of the same type also.

Since n(Q
2
) (Q -virtual scale) is dimensionless all at once

we derive limitation:

n(Q
2
)^ const exp [const (In Q

2
) ], (1)

о
where a < 1 - in contrary we would have power behaviour in Q .

Mean multiplicity of hard off-mass shell partons in e e -an-

nihilation process obtained by the method of leading logarithms

/3/
summation is shown to have asymptotics

n о 1/2

5(Q ) * exp [ const (In Q ) ] . (2)

Behaviour (2) may be considered as the saturation of restric-

tion (3) at
 a
 = 3/2. Thus maximal growth of the mean multiplicity

takes plase in QCD in a definite sense.

Nevertheless the behaviour of mean number of partons (2) does

not tell us anything about hadron mean multiplicity. Minimal

g2

parton virtualness Q in (2) is such that — < 1 (otherwise per-

turbation theory breaks down). On the other hand typical scales in

hadronic phase are out of weak coupling.

The same fact takes place in the framework of"gener»l autotodellty principle
></2/

'. Cer-

tainly there 1B a logaritlmlc dependence on energy, which does not reduce to powerlike.



Amati and Veneziano related quark-gluon and hadronic phases in

hard processes in the form of "preconfinement hypothesis" . The

crucial point of the hypothesis is that general features of expected

"confinement" arise already in the frames of "resummed" perturbation

theory. Namely, mean masses of secondary partons, which are the pro-

duct of the consecutive decays of primary hard (m2 ~ Q2) partons, do

not depend on energy and are of order Q (unknown mass of order of a

few GeV). Partons are ordered according to their rapidities and dis-

tributed to colorless clusters. Each cluster decays into several

hadrons. As a as colorless cluster mass ~ Q , it is clear that

the mean number of hadrons will be proportional to mean number of

partons.

/3/
It is described in detail in the last paper in ref.

Thus "preconfinement" is unique "calculable" mechanism of

hadron production at present. Hadronization stage is minimized in

"preconfinement" and the main energy dependence is completely deter-

minated by the perturbation theory.

'^reconfinement" mechanism is of universal character and

enables us to draw the conclusions about the inclusive features

both for the process of e e~-annihilation into hadrons and for the

number of other hard processes.

In this paper we consider the mean multiplicities for deep

inelastic lepton-hadron process and Drell-Yan process. As emphasized



above the Mean multiplicities of hadrons in hard processes have the

same energy dependence as those of hard partons. Therefore, further

on we will restrict ourselves with the consideration of the parton

level.

2. In deep inelastic scattering there exist two specific re-

gions of secondary particles phase space: target fragmentation region

(t.f.r.) and current fragmentation region (c.f.г.). In t.f.r. secon-

dary particles are concentrated in a narrow cone near the target

motion direction (in the infinite-momentum frame) and carry the fi-

nite fractions of the target momentum.

In c.f.r. secondary particles move near the direction of the

quark, knocked out from the target by the virtual photon (W-boson).

It is almost evident that the mean multiplicity in c.f.r. coincides

with that of quark jet in e e -an-

nihilation. Indeed in leading loga-

rithm approximation ' inclusive

production in c.f.r. is represented

by the general "jet calculus" diag-

2 2
ram

/ 6 /
 (fig. 1), where 2 J J L

= D(x; W
2
, p

2
) is effective density

of partons in target (having mass p
2
)

with the momentum fraction x and vir-

2 W2 x^oZt
tualness up to W, and — г ~Щ ° • =

Pig. 1



= D(j; Q£, ИГ) - inclusive density of "iard partons with the mass QQ

and momentum fraction С in the parent parton, having mass УГ. All

virtualnesses are negative in the first case and positive in the se-

cond one. It is worth to note that the calculation of the kinemati-

cal restrictions results in the fact that D-functions are determi-

nated by the virtualnesses ЧГ = (q + p) = Q — - — and value of 4

is bounded from below

x

-A
After integrating D(-; Q

Q
, w ) on £ *е obtain in accordance

/ 3 /with references

N
c.f.r.

(1 + r) -

ln
?

In -5S-

(3)

of colors, C_ =

г

N
2
" l

N is the number

2 1
is a flavors number, a(Q ) = —

b In

12»rb = - 2N
f
.

W
2

It is interesting to note that N . depends on w but does
С « I« Г •

2 /7 /

not depend on Q . This fact is confirmed by experimental data .

Consider t.f.r. now. The picture is more complicated here as

is seen from the corresponding diagram (fig. 2). Let us write the



general expression for mean multiplicities which corresponds to

this diagram:

r2

"t.f.r.
dz dy x 2

TlT
 D
c<Tr » •

(4)

where С, Е, F denote the sorts'

of partons, corresponding to

internal lines, P
y
 (z)-nonregu-

larized Llpatov-Altarelli-Pa-

risi function for decay F-»CF .

Functions P (z) are singular

at z =0,3. Integration on z in

(4) is cut-off by the value x

2 1-z «
from below. As far as к —

in N , z is limited from
E

above

~W, X

fit
О

z

The argument к
2 1-Z

Fig. 2.

in effective coupling constant corresponds

to transverse momentum of exchanged quantum.



/9/
On the other hand arguments were given in reference in

favour of statement that such scale variance in a takes into ac-

count large for z -» 1 corrections of a in '3-z) type. This is con-

firmed by direct calculations in the forth order in ref.

The analysis of expression (4) is complicated enough tor ar-

bitrary values of x. That is why we restrict ourselves with the con-

sideration of large x region:

—§ « 1 - x « 1. (5)

w

Arguments of D-functions in (4) are close to 1 in the region

(5) and the main contribution into mean multiplicity is given by

the diagram with the gluon jet emission (E = G).

By using quark-gluon universality

— 2 1-z 2
 л

 4G
 A

<3G
the expression for N (k , Q ) from (3), P , P and D-func-

ц Z О Q

tions at a large value of arguments , we obtain the following

formula

f г
 (
^

2
'

 Q
o

; x ) =
 N

q
(W

2
(l-x), Q

o
){ 1 +

- -£( ф (2C
p
 £ ) - ф (l)+(l-x))]|, (6)



t 1 . a(p
2
) ,, . d In

where <f = In —^-— , 0(z)
2
 b 2

f
W

2

We conclude from (6), (3) that at ЧГ -» «. and large but fixed

x the following relation holds

R " S c f r / S t f r =^+0(~~=^. (7)
c.r.r. t . f . r . y l n „2

Asymptotic equality (7) originates to a great extent from

3
strong infrared singularities in QCD. For example, in ф

&
 theory

which is analogous to QCD except for the absence of infrared singu-

larities, we should have

R~(l - x )
2
.

That is the number of particles produced in the target fragmentation

region is small in comparison with a current fragmentation region.

Relation (7) could qualitatively be explained in the following

way. Mean multiplicity in t.f.r. in accordance with fig. 2 is deter-

minated by three factors: coupling constant, mean number of jets

and mean multiplicity of particles in jet. Since the mean number

of jets increases logarithmically, it compensates for the decrease

of the coupling constant and N . ~ N
r
 with the coefficient of

order of unity.

Relation (7) extends for the case of associative mean multi-

plicities in e e~-annihilation into hadrons. Here t.f.r. corresponds

to the production in jet, containing particles with momentum frac-

10



tion x and c.f.r. corresponds to production in jet, moving in an

opposite direction.

Formula (6) enables us to give a definite conclusion about the

behaviour of hadron течп multiplicity in Drell-Yan process in the

^o — о
2

region s -> °o , — « I - vV « 1, (
r
 = — ) . Consider, for instance,

s s

the case x _ = 0 . Then the momentum fractions of the par-

cons, creating the lepton pair are equal:

x_ = x =
3 2

and the virtualnesscs in corresponding D-functions are determinated

by the value vr - Q -~ — = s vr (л - v7 ).

Whereof we directly obtain mean multiplicity in fragmentation

region of one of the colliding particles

N°
Y
(r , W

2
) « N (W

2
(J - vT)). (8)

q
If we fix the transverse momentum of lepton pair q in the

region

Q
o

< < q
t

 < < Q
 •

о

virtualnesses in D-functions should be given by the value q but not

Q (see. ref. ). From what is cited above there follows an inte-

resting conclusion that the mean hadron miltlplicity in Drell-Yan

processes in the region (9) does not depend on s, but is determina-
2

 Q
O

ted by т and q. only. At — « 1 - \fr « 1 we have
ь S

<
a
U
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Thus we come to the conclusion that the mean number of partic-

les in parton jet can be regarded as some universal quantity, deter-

minating the mean associative multiplicities in different hard pro-

cesses.

The authors are grateful to A.A.Logunov and M.A.Mestvirishvili

for fruitful discussions.
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